ABSTRACT R. A. Fisher's 1930 "reproductive value" is defined as the contribution made by a population's initial age elements to its asymptotically dominating exponential growth mode. For the Leslie discrete-time model, it is the characteristic row vector of the Leslie matrix, and for the integral-equation model of Lotka the similar eigenfunction. It generalizes neatly to a 2-sex model of linear differential equations, and to general n-variable linear systems. However, when resource limitations end the "dilute" stage of linearity, reproductive value loses positive definability. The present linear analysis prepares the way for generalizing reproductive value to nonlinear systems involving first-degree-homogeneous relationships.
For a linear female-dominant demographic system like that of Sharpe and Lotka (1) , or its discrete-time version of Leslie (2), R. A. Fisher (3) defined the "reproductive value" of an initial population element of a given age. Eschewing his analogies to the compound-interest concepts of economics, we may tersely define Fisher's concept as the contribution made by the system's initial conditions to its asymptotically dominating exponential-growth mode.
Review of discrete-time demography Utilizing convenient matrix notation, we write our system as x(t + 1)= Lx(t) [1] in which [4.5] Here b is the stable-age birth rate, xI(t)/ j2'xi(t), and g is the [2.3] stable-age "average length of a generation" (i.e., the weighted [2.3] average age of mothers when giving birth, the weights being the stable-age [ij ] = xi).
Keyfitz (ref. 6 ;, pp. 56-58) has provided a useful interpretation of this v[xi, ... ., xn°] function. It is the size that a stable-age population would have to be today to lead to the same ultimate population level as our system will generate out of its actual initial conditions x(O). This defined "equivalent" stable-age system grows from the beginning at rate 1 + r, and it continues to be "equivalent" to our actual system at ts after t 
. [5] This verifies that Fisher's total reproductive value does grow from the beginning like (1 + r)t, whereas any different linear combination of the xi(t)s will only asymptotically grow like (1 + r)t. Reference may be made to Vincent (7), Goodman (8) , and Keyfitz (6) The integral-equiation counterpart of Eqs. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] can be written in terms of total female births, B(t), and of number of females of age y at time t, N(y,t), once we are given invariant agespecific survival and fertility functions, m(y) and 1(y), as follows: =(P)= + g ym(y)l(y)e-PYdy. [7.8] [ 7.9] As in the discrete-time case of Eq. 4.4, j and b are stable-age average generation length and birth rate (on a pre-menopausal population base).
Specifically, Eq. 7 shows that N(y,t) can be written asymptotically as follows N(y,t) N(y)ePt [J" v(u)NO(u)du] [8] It is worth mentioning that, when fertility and mortality depend on total population, T, with T(t) = It N(y,t)dy, cm(y,T)/?T < 0, [9] dl ( This can be written in matrix notation as x=Ax.
[12] As is well known, Kendall (14) , Goodman (8, 15) , and Yellin and Samuelson (16) , and as Fisher does not fail to notice, the additive form for the biparental birth function of Eq. 11 has the unrealistic property that increasing the numbers of one sex alone adds unflaggingly to the birth rate. How the concept of reproductive value is to be generalized for a more realistic nonadditive birth function must remain as a separate task for analysis.
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